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Article abstract
The Ecological Riche Against the Ecosystem and the Neglected Intervention of
Technical Facts
References to the concept of ecosystem dominate ecological anthropology, but
this " centripetal " approach (in so far as it begins with delimiting a
spatiotemporal boundary and proceeds with an analysis of its content) is not
without shortcomings and it appears that, far from encouraging
interdisciplinary cooperation, it has rather inhibited it to the extent that it has
frozen the spurious antagonism between the symbolic coherence of
ethnoscience and the biological coherence of a more materialist oriented
ecology. The notion of ecological niche introduces a " centrifugal " dynamic
that starts with elementary relations and elaborates on boundaries only with
regards to a specifie problem wnen interpreting the material. This notion
challenges human ecology by reminding thé importance of technical facts, a
domain of interventions as central as those associated with living organisms or
representations yet too often neglected. Illustrations from the forest of Central
Africa are provided in conclusion.
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